Construction contracts—whether between owners and architects or owners and contractors—often contain mutual waivers of consequential damages; however, before agreeing to such a waiver, owners and their counsel should fully understand the nature of consequential damages and the effect of the waiver.

Damages In General

When an owner of a construction project brings an action for damages arising from a breach of duty or contract against an architect or contractor, the owner, absent a contractual limitation, may seek compensation for (1) direct and immediate costs, or loss of contract value, that naturally and usually flow from that sort of breach ("direct damages"); and for (2) such incurred costs, or economic harm, which can reasonably be said to have been in the contemplation of the parties when the contract was made ("special" or "consequential damages"). The dollar value sought as damages, e.g., repair costs, the cost of cover, lost rents, lost profits, or extended administration costs, and its components must pass the legal tests of causation, certainty, and foreseeability. This is relatively straightforward with respect to direct damages. Consequential damages, however, are more difficult to establish and are subject to a higher burden of proof.

In practice, the line between direct and consequential damages can only be drawn in the context of the specific facts of an individual case. Thus, for example, one form of damages, e.g., lost profits, may be found to be direct in the context of one case, and consequential in another. The distinguishing characteristic in a given set of circumstances is that consequential damages do not always follow a breach of that particular character. Direct damages, which flow naturally or ordinarily from that type of a breach, compensate for the value of the promised performance. Consequential damages, although not an invariable result of every breach of that kind, may nevertheless be awarded if, under the circumstances, such additional costs can reasonably be said to have been in the contemplation of the parties when the contract was made.

For Consequential Damages

Consistent with Benjamin Franklin’s “Advice to a Young Tradesman, Written by an Old One,”—“time is money”—time-related damages attributable to a contractor’s “inexcusable” delay in project completion may lead to direct damages or consequential damages. The latter—additional expenses due to delays—may include various costs or economic harm, such as (1) loss of use; (2) additional and extended construction financing; (3) substitute facilities; (4) extended project administration; and (5) lost profits, unless waived.

Lost profits are typically the foremost among consequential damages sought by owners. Lost profits are recoverable if they: are directly traceable to the breach; are not remote or the result of other intervening causes; can be proven to a reasonable certainty; and, lastly, are not merely speculative, possible or imaginary. In addition, there must be a showing that the particular damages were fairly within the contemplation of the parties to the contract at the time it was made.
Claims for lost profits arising out of delay may be found to be too speculative where the claim for delay itself is unsubstantiated.15

For example, in Kenford v. County of Erie,16 the county failed to satisfy its commitment to negotiate a lease with the developers for the operation of a stadium and the project was abandoned. The intended operator of the stadium sued the county for the loss of prospective profits during the 20-year period of the anticipated management contract. At trial, the plaintiffs won a multimillion-dollar judgment. The intermediate appellate court modified the judgment on the ground that expert opinion did not provide a rational basis for the calculation of lost profits. The Court of Appeals, however, denied consequential damages. A plaintiff seeking lost profits, the Court of Appeals concluded, must demonstrate that the “particular damages were fairly within the contemplation of the parties to the contract at the time it was made.”17 Finding that the lost profits award was based on a speculative assessment of how much income would be generated by the never-convened stadium, the Court of Appeals held that plaintiff’s proof failed on the second prong. The court also found, based on the record before it, that lost profits damages had not been within the contemplation of the parties.

In a sequel to Kenford,18 the court rejected a claim for damages by the stadium developers for the loss of anticipated appreciation in the value of land that they had purchased on the periphery of the proposed stadium site. The contract stipulated that part of the compensation paid to the county would consist of increased real property taxes resulting from the enhanced value that the peripheral land would enjoy as a result of the stadium. That clause suggested that plaintiffs expected to profit from development of the land and that breach would deny the plaintiffs those anticipated profits.19 Nevertheless, the court denied recovery, reasoning that plaintiffs could only recover these damages if they were within the contemplation of the parties as the probable result of a breach at the time of contracting. And what was in the parties’ contemplation depended on “the nature, purpose and particular circumstances of the contract known by the parties…as well as ‘what liability the defendant fairly may be supposed to have assumed consciously, or to have warranted the plaintiff reasonably to suppose that it assumed, when the contract was made.’”20 Such a fact-specific and subjective inquiry is bound to produce inconsistent results unless parties marshal evidence bearing on what they had contemplated.21

Lost profits are typically the foremost among consequential damages sought by owners.

A party to a contract also may recover financing costs as incidental damages, apart from prejudgment interest allowable under New York State law.22 Generally, courts award such relief where the injured party can point to costs associated with a particular loan that was “commercially reasonable and foreseeable” under the circumstances.23 In New York, however, claims seeking interest as part of damages rarely succeed because of the limitations on consequential damages discussed above.24 Thus, for example, in the context of mortgage rates, unless the parties had allocated the risk of interest rate fluctuating and leading to additional costs as a result of a culpable delay in performance, courts may be reluctant to allocate such risk, and instead find that the parties had not contemplated such additional cost.25

Waivers

Sophisticated owners and contractors can easily anticipate most consequences likely to result from construction contract breaches. For this reason, contractors and design professionals routinely seek to obtain a waiver of consequential damages for fear that an imposition of such damages might have disastrous financial effects, particularly where there is no insurance coverage for claims of an owner. Determining the waiver’s scope can be as challenging as determining what damages are “consequential”—and thus within the scope of waiver—which can vary depending upon the factual circumstances.

This distinction became more important with the adoption of the 1997 version of the American Institute of Architects (AIA) document A-201, General Conditions of the Contract for Construction. Section 4.3.10 of the 1997 version contains a waiver by the owner and the contractor of all consequential damages. The provision states that this waiver includes:

• damages incurred by the owner for rental expenses, for losses of use, income, profit, financing, business and reputation, and for loss of management or employee productivity or of the services of such persons, and
• damages incurred by the contractor for principal office expenses including the compensation of personnel stationed there, for losses of financing, business and reputation, and for loss of profit other than anticipated profits arising directly from the work.

A waiver of consequential damages is also found in the AIA forms for
Waivers of this nature routinely have been broadly enforced. In 400 15th Street v. Promo-Pro, owner’s claim for delay damages was dismissed “because they constitute consequential damages” and were thus barred by the contract’s waiver of consequential damages, where “a plain reading of the [contract] reveal[ed] that it applied to all consequential damages arising out of or relating to this contract.”

In the contractor context, a waiver may leave the owner bereft of a remedy for delayed construction in the form of lost revenue and increased carrying costs. While liquidated damages may substitute for consequential damages (to the extent they approximate delay damages suffered), contractors are equally loath to agree to assume that obligation. An alternative approach may be simply to limit the amount of consequential or liquidated damages recoverable to a tolerable range. Consideration should also be given to restricting the waiver to first-party claims between the owner and contractor, which are not covered by general liability insurance.

However, there should be no waiver of consequential damages arising from a third-party action against an owner arising from negligence or breach of contract by the contractor because such claims are generally covered by the contractor’s general liability insurance. Additionally, where a non-party to a construction contract brings allegations sounding only in tort, absent contractual rights and privity, recovery is permitted only for losses from tortious invasion that cause personal injury or property damage to plaintiff.

The calculus with respect to design professionals is a bit different. Unlike contractors carrying only general liability insurance (which, as noted, does not provide coverage for first-party claims), architects also carry professional liability insurance, which will cover claims for consequential damages by an owner against an architect. A reasonable balance may be to limit the architect’s liability for consequential damages to the amount of insurance being carried. Owners, however, should proceed cautiously, for the architect’s insurance coverage may be eroded by multiples claims.

While waivers are common and broadly enforced, the full ramifications of the waiver should be understood as possibly leaving an aggrieved owner without a complete remedy for damages flowing from the breach.

**Conclusion**

Under appropriate circumstances, consequential damages for breach of construction contracts are recoverable if foreseeable in nature and not waived. While waivers are common and broadly enforced, the full ramifications of the waiver should be understood as possibly leaving an aggrieved owner without a complete remedy for damages flowing from the breach. Thus, care should be taken in agreeing to the waiver and negotiating its full terms.